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Abstract: With fast-growing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technologies and various application
methods, the technique has benefited science and medical fields. While having strengths and
limitations on each technology, there are not many studies comparing the efficiency and specificity
of PCR technologies. The objective of this review is to summarize a large amount of scattered
information on PCR technologies focused on the two majorly used technologies: qPCR (quantitative
polymerase chain reaction) and ddPCR (droplet-digital polymerase chain reaction). Here we analyze
and compare the two methods for (1) efficiency, (2) range of detection and limitations under different
disciplines and gene targets, (3) optimization, and (4) status on antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs)
analysis. It has been identified that the range of detection and quantification limit varies depending
on the PCR method and the type of sample. Careful optimization of target gene analysis is essential
for building robust analysis for both qPCR and ddPCR. In our era where mutation of genes may
lead to a pandemic of viral infectious disease or antibiotic resistance-induced health threats, this
study hopes to set guidelines for meticulous detection, quantification, and analysis to help future
prevention and protection of global health, the economy, and ecosystems.
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1. Introduction

Many studies and global communities noted that the prevalence and ubiquity of antibi-
otic resistance genes (ARGs) are increasing over time due to human activities of producing
and overdosing antibiotics [1–9] (Figure 1). Antibiotics are widely used in our daily lives.
From agriculture to industrial level manufacturing, we often use them to prevent disease
spreading among livestock, promote growth in farming, consume them to treat illness,
or combine them with over-the-counter medicine and hygiene products at home. At the
industrial level, especially, maximization of profits by promoting production and selling of
antibiotics is intensifying antibiotic resistance (AR), which is contradictory to policies of
governments and health services that incentivize conservation of the common good [10].
The wastewater and soil surrounding humans, agricultural land, and industrial manufac-
turing are contaminated with antibiotics, and AR is accumulating in the environment and
in organisms over time (Figure 1). According to the World Health Organization (WHO),
we are lacking on global surveillance of AR, which poses a threat not only to human health
but also can lead to overloading and systemic failure of environmental systems [11,12]. The
WHO urges public awareness, national action plans, optimizing the use of antimicrobials,
innovation on research and development, and access, surveillance, and global governance
with sustainable development goals (SDGs) [13]. The WHO’s guidance is consistent with
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recent studies showing that anthropogenic antibiotic usage influences the accumulation of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria (ARB) and ARGs in sediments of estuary [14,15], marine and
river [5,16–18] environments, as well as throughout water reuse cycles [19]. ARGs have
been hypothesized to spread through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) with the use of mobile
genetic elements (MGEs) [20] and are often linked to other gene elements associated with
heavy metal resistance such as class 1 integron-integrase gene (intl1) [21]. MGEs have been
linked to ARGs in studies using high-throughput qPCR, ddPCR, and 16S rRNA sequenc-
ing [22,23]. To uncover and assess more characteristics of AR and its relation to human
activity, identification and quantification of ARB and ARGs are important, especially in
different environments and at different genetic targets.

Figure 1. Sources of anthropogenic influence of AR in the water system.

2. Evolution/Expansion of Nucleic Acid Detection Methods for Molecular Targets
2.1. The Initial State of Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

The ability to identify, detect, and quantify nucleic acids has significantly improved
since the mid-1980s. The groundbreaking first-generation polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
device used thermal cycling to amplify specific regions of DNA in the presence of Taq
polymerase [24], deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), and primers of the desired target.
The thermal cycling process denatures DNA, anneals the primers and the desired target,
and amplifies DNA using polymerase and dNTPs over multiple cycles [25].

This rapid amplification process used in PCR reduced the time and cost of nucleic acid
detection in medicine and research, and it boosted most major fields of science. However,
PCR has been reported with its downside that it is hard to separate incomplete and
damaged genes amplified in the detection of signals [26]. In other cases, incomplete DNA
template fragments (for example if DNA is extremely degraded) may not be amplified by
PCR if the primer site is missing. Other examples of limitation in PCR include presence
of primer-dimers [27] and different levels of inhibition observed depending on target-
primer binding structures [28]. A study in the late 1980s by Clewley summarized the
approaches to minimize contamination and erroneous issues of PCR by suggesting practical
measures such as using well-characterized controls, improving lab techniques and practices,
optimizing primer selection, and testing of plasmids [26]. Throughout the years, researchers
also evaluated PCR for forensic applications [29], variant identification [30], and primer
and temperature optimization [31,32], and PCR has been continually optimized for various
applications [33–35]. What researchers expected as potential applications of the PCR
technique have become more general nowadays. The following paragraphs describe new
generations of PCR techniques and their uniqueness.
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2.2. The Second-Generation PCR—qPCR

The emergence of real-time PCR allowed for the fluorescent detection of nucleotides
during amplification. The real-time amplification fluorescence detection enabled the rela-
tive quantification of target genes with the use of known standard genes. As the fluores-
cence signal is detected throughout the multiple cycles of gene amplification, when the
intensity is over the threshold, a cycle threshold (Ct) value is recorded [36]. Based on the Ct
values of samples, the relative nucleic concentration can be estimated by comparing against
a known standard. Real-time PCR is more commonly known as quantitative polymerase
chain reaction, qPCR.

Currently, qPCR is the most widely used technique for identification and quantification
of nucleic acids. This technique has had broad use in scientific analyses in food, agricultural,
medical, and environmental fields. Multiplex qPCR, which involves the tracking of multiple
genotypes within a sample, is also possible, as shown by Alia et al. (2020) who studied
four major foodborne pathogen genotypes from meat processing plants using multiplex
qPCR [37].

With various applications for qPCR, direct comparison of qPCR performance remains
difficult due to variations in the initial template amount, partitioning of sample, and sample
preparation methods. Still, the downfall of the qPCR method is that it is susceptible to in-
hibitors from environmental contaminants that can arise from the extraction of nucleic acids
and reaction mix compositions [38]. Such inhibitors can lead to inaccurate or overestimated
results depending on the type of inhibitor, number of amplicons, or biological sample
type [38–40]. In addition, all PCR application techniques are subject to poor primer/probe
conditions requiring multiple rounds of probe and primer optimization.

2.3. The Next Generation—ddPCR

Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) is the third-generation PCR technique that sequesters
probes and nucleic acids within droplets in an oil emulsion [41]. ddPCR can generate
up to 20,000 droplets in a single-tube reaction, with a singular PCR reaction occurring in
each droplet. The number of droplets with (and without) amplification can be counted
allowing for absolute quantification at a molecular level. ddPCR detects fluorescence at the
endpoint of amplification, identifying the number of positive droplets and determining
total concentration by Poisson distribution. Examining the number of negative and positive
droplets together helps obtain the absolute copies per reaction [42].

While the concept of reading the fluorescent signals from amplified genes is the
same compared to qPCR, ddPCR is better at preserving the initial reaction mix conditions
and clearly representing amplification progress, minimizing the occurrence of primer-
dimers, and false amplification reading. ddPCR widely applies to many fields due to
its high specificity and lower limit of detection across many applications. It has been
used for better detection of copy number variants (CNV) in samples compared to con-
ventional PCR [43,44], gene expression of RNAs from viral targets and pathogens [45,46],
and food research [47,48]. Some clinical study examples are on cancer and tuberculosis
research [41], and other examples include product quality determination in the food indus-
try such as olive oil [49], fish [50], and meat [51] products. Other studies compared the
use of qPCR and ddPCR methods for detecting different targets such as meat products
or Cryptosporidium and reported that ddPCR had a lower limit of quantification (LoQ) for
determining meat product identification and better relative standard deviation (RSD%)
to detect Cryptosporidium [52,53]. Moreover, ddPCR has been used to detect and quan-
tify amounts of H7N9 influenza virus cDNA and was able to do so at a resolution of
3 to 5 copies/uL [54,55]. On the other hand, qPCR will detect fluorescent signals at the
exponential phase of amplification [56], which does not easily allow for absolute quan-
tification and such low limit of detection (LoD). For this reason, it is the most important
benefit of ddPCR that it is free from factors such as requiring a standard for calibration or
PCR efficiency, and the result is only dependent on the molecular interactions within the
droplets [57].
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Though the results of analysis for both qPCR and ddPCR are represented as copies
per microliter (copies/volume), the output of ddPCR is different from the result produced
from qPCR. An example is shown in Figure 2. The qPCR produces a real-time amplification
curve in a 1D plot for each polymerase amplification reaction (Figure 2A, adapted from
another study) showing relative fluorescence, which also can be represented as the Ct
value, of different samples. On the other hand, ddPCR measures fluorescence signals at
post amplification from each droplet, which captures individual target genes and can be
presented in 1D or 2D plots. This shows groups of similar amplification, which makes
it easier to detect negative and positive populations of droplets. Figure 2B shows a 1D
plot of ddPCR with the automated threshold line shown in pink color by the ddPCR
Quantasoft software (adapted from Ibekwe M.A. 2020 [58]). The clear numeration of
negative and positive, as mentioned earlier, is key factor for absolute quantification by
Poisson distribution.

Figure 2. Example of qPCR (A) and ddPCR (B) output showing differences in amplification
detection analysis.

2.3.1. The ddPCR Specificity

Furthermore, for rare targets, a single ddPCR sample can be subdivided across a
96-well plate, allowing for the detection of a single target among 2 million [59]. One
application of ddPCR is single-cell ddPCR (sc-ddPCR), where it is possible to detect a
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in an enclosed single cell [60]. The sc-ddPCR
saves time and costs of the assay for detection of SNPs in mitochondrial DNA because
researchers can skip cloning procedures, which takes 2–3 days to complete. The procedure
of sc-ddPCR is similar to performing conventional PCR reactions, which takes a few hours.
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The high-throughput ddPCR has been used in parallel comparisons with PCR for testing
efficiencies of systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment (SELEX) [61]. In
this study, PCR showed a bias for C/T-rich nucleotide regions when forming initial RNA
libraries. More detailed comparison studies are needed because both PCR and ddPCR
showed amplification bias in forming initial RNA libraries. In addition, researchers should
pay close attention to the details for such verification because the sequence and structure
of a target gene can influence PCR amplification efficiency.

2.3.2. Multiplex ddPCR

Multiplexing (targeting multiple loci within a single reaction) is another consid-
eration for accurate and multi-target detection. Multiplex qPCR was verified to pro-
vide 100% efficiency and an R2 value of 0.99 for parasite detection, such as Giardia and
Cryptosporidium [62], and between 92.5% to 105.8% with an R2 value of >0.98 in detecting
Listeria monocytogenes serotype in ready-to-eat meat products [37]. Multiplex qPCR has
been mainly used to identify different species within sample, with a benefit of enabling
detection as low as one organism/40 mL of soil in the case of sand flies [63]. On the other
hand, use of multiplex ddPCR benefits assays of atypical transcripts such as detecting the
presence of the fusion transcript BCR-ABL1, a marker for chronic myeloid leukemia [64].
The utilization of ddPCR in multiplexing is important because such mutation and variance
is hard to detect using multiplex qPCR, which is capable of targeting up to four different
targets within a single reaction [46]. Another study tracked epigenetic subtype markers
using methylation-specific multiplex ddPCR [65]. Application of ddPCR to multiplexing
has enabled detecting methylation site variations of the target gene. The results described
above suggest greater potential of multiplex ddPCR over qPCR for application use.

This paper explores and compares the two PCR application methods, qPCR and
ddPCR, to investigate the findings in the suitability of methods to target ARGs, including
specificity, benefits, and downfalls of each method from the literature. The purpose of
this study is to discover suitable conditions to best utilize both qPCR and ddPCR, in
an effort to reduce erroneous research results and to suggest optimized procedures for
different sample types. Our primary literature search criteria involve the keywords such as
ddPCR, qPCR, resistance/antimicrobial, comparison, etc., but careful review criteria used
in comparison of qPCR and ddPCR techniques are as follows: (1) applications, (2) limit of
detection and sensitivity, (3) reproducibility, (4) measurement variance, (5) cost, (6) biases,
and (7) ARG detection.

3. Comparison of qPCR and ddPCR Methods and Their Applications

With qPCR as a conventional method and ddPCR as the emerging technique, findings
in comparison of both methods in different types of studies are collected in Table 1. Most
studies were done in human diseases such as HIV and viral infections as well as areas
related to bacteria, plants, and food. More of the studies reported that the LoD and
sensitivity are better performed in ddPCR compared to qPCR, and accuracy was up to
20 times higher at a lower limit of detection. qPCR was performed at wider ranges of gene
concentrations, especially at higher concentration ranges. Some ddPCR detections were
more precise and better at LoD but could not cover the broad LoQ.

There are some controversies in the use of ddPCR for genetic analysis and quantifi-
cation since it is shown that ddPCR sensitivity can vary depending on the sequence of a
target material, and the quantification range does not surpass the performance level of
qPCR. In HIV-1 and human DNA detection studies, both ddPCR and qPCR performed
similarly for the lower limit of detection on target genes 50% of the time [66]. A study done
with norovirus reported that there is no advantage of choosing either qPCR or ddPCR
methods if research focuses on a lower detection limit [67]. Some research showed that
ddPCR may have better LoD but has a limitation in detecting a high number of target genes,
and both qPCR and ddPCR showed a similar coefficient of determination of standards
in the gyrB gene [68]. Other research with bacterial genetic markers stated that while
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ddPCR shows better reproducibility for marker detection in fecal composites, qPCR shows
a higher sensitivity for markers with environmental and composite samples with less than
10% sensitivity difference [69]. Nevertheless, both methods rely on target amplification,
so certain genetic targets may work better in one or the other technology, and marker
optimization is critical to both technologies.

Under the presence of inhibitors, the performance of reverse transcriptase ddPCR
in detection of pepper mild mottle virus (PMMoV) was better than that of qPCR under
complex matrices of seeds, plants, soil, and wastewater, as reported by Racki N. et al.
(2014) [70]. Another study also supported this finding, that ddPCR is less sensitive to
inhibitors compared to qPCR in viral detection [71]. In addition, it was suggested that
the multiplexing capability of ddPCR technology is helpful for library preparation and
next-generation sequencing applications to accommodate a large number of samples, while
showing robustness on inhibitors [72].

Research cases mentioned above imply qPCR and ddPCR performances change de-
pending on the type, structure, and initial concentration of samples. One study presented a
challenge in ddPCR analysis; it is hard to find validation of the trueness of the sample read-
ing since it is difficult to find representative samples with reference values [73]. Depending
on the ddPCR setup, the reporting value may change drastically, and it is hard to compare
between studies. Therefore, careful comparison studies focusing on performances of the
two qPCR and ddPCR methods need to be explored in varying areas of study.
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Table 1. Findings in ddPCR and qPCR analysis in LoD, reproducibility, and range of detection.

Author (Year) Gene Type
LOD LOQ & Range Reproducibility

qPCR ddPCR qPCR ddPCR qPCR ddPCR

Laura Cavé et al. (2016) [74] # sul1, qnrB ARG +, 10-fold + -
Cesare, Andrea Di et al. (2018) [75] # sul2, Intl1 ARG - +

Ginn O. et al. (2021) [76] tetA, qnrB, blaTEM, intl1 ARG N/A + *
Kimbell L. et al. (2021) [77] # blaTEM, blaSHV, sul1, czcD, copA, intl1 ARG - + * *

Sun Y. e al. (2021) [78] quinolones, tetracyclines, sulfonamides,
macrolides ARG N/A *

Srisutham S. et al. (2021) [79] pfmdr1, pfplasmepsin2, pfgch1 ARG N/A * *
Xu J. et al. (2021) [80] mcr-1, blaCTX-M-14, bla CTX-M-55 ARG - +

Yang et al. (2014) [53] Cryptosporidium Oocysts, 18S rRNA Parasite N/A N/A + +
Weerakoon K.G. et al. (2016) [81] # S. japoricum, SjR2 and nad1 Parasite - 0.05fg, + -

Overall ARG & Parasite - + + - * *

Henrich T.J. et al. (2012) [66] # HIV-1, human CCR5 DNA Human Diseases + +, HIV-1
Heredia N.J. et al. (2013) [82] HER2 (= erbB2), CEP17 Human Diseases N/A + +
Strain M.C. et al. (2013) [83] # HIV, episomal 2-LTR Human Diseases + + - +

Bharuthram A. (2014) [84] # CCL4L, CCL4L1 and CCL4L2 encodes
HIV-1 Human Diseases - + - +

Jones M. et al. (2014) [85] HIV-1 from 8E5/LAV cells Human Diseases - + + -, lower target +
Coudray-Meunier et al. (2015) [86] # Hepatitis A, Norovirus Human Diseases * * - + - +

Taylor S.C. et al. (2015) [46] # H275-WT and H275Y-MUT of H1N1 Human Diseases +, mutant + - +
Yan Y. et al. (2016) [87] H7N9 Human Diseases N/A -

Yang Q (2017) [88] # PRRSV Human Diseases - + +, false positive -
Link-Lenczowska D. et al. (2018) [89]# JAK2 mutation on V617F Human Diseases 0.12% 0.01%, + * * +

Persson S. et al. (2018) [67] # norovirus GI (GI.4) and GII (GII.4) Human Diseases * * +
Pinheiro T.F. et al. (2018) [45] foot-and-mouth disease virus RNA Human Diseases - +
Baume M. et al. (2019) [90] # Legionella DNA reference material Human Disease + * *
Zhang Y. et al. (2019) [91] # PCV3 Human Diseases - + - +

Dong L. et al. (2020) [92] Tumor DNA reference material, BRAF
V600E Human Diseases N/A 0.02% 0.10% +

Lin Q. et al. (2020) [50] # ISKNV Human Diseases - + - +, low
Petiti J. et al. (2020) [64] BCR-ABL1 disease marker leukemia Human Diseases N/A 0.001%

Thwin KKM et al. (2020) [93] # NB-mRNAs (CRMP1, DBH, DDC,
GAP43, ISL1, PHOX2B, and TH mRNA) Human Diseases - + - +

Overall Human Disease - + * * - +

Milbury C.A. et al. (2014) [94] EGFR T790M, L858R Mutation +
Zhao Y. (2019) [95] MTRNR1-WT Mutation N/A + + - +

Liu Q. et al. (2020) [44] # CNVs causing somatic mosaicism Mutation + - * * N/A N/A

Overall Mutation * * + - +
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Table 1. Cont.

Author (Year) Gene Type
LOD LOQ & Range Reproducibility

qPCR ddPCR qPCR ddPCR qPCR ddPCR

Burns et al. (2010) [96] # ERM-AD413 carries Mon810 Plant, Food - + -, lower range
Coudray-Meunier et al. (2015) [86] # Hepatitis A, Norovirus Plant, Food - + + -, bias

Porcellato D. et al. (2016) [68] # gyrB of B. cereus group Plant, Food - + + - * *
Scollo F. et al. (2016) [49] # 11C Chloroplast locus Plant, Food - +
Wang X. et al. (2019) [47] # transgenic rice line TT51-1 Plant, Food - +
Demeke et al. (2020) [97] # Canola and soybean Plant, Food * * * * +

Overall Plant & Food - + * * + *

Pinheiro L.B. et al. (2012) [98] Lambda DNA Bacteria, Phage + +
Xi Z. (2018) [48] # 16S rRNA of Las Bacteria, Phage - + - +

Sivagnesan et al. (2018) [99] Std1_Xhol insert with M13 E coli plasmid
DNA Bacteria, Phage - + * *

Furuta-Hanawa B. et al. (2019) [100] # rAAV2RSM, rAAV8RSM Bacteria, Phage * * - + - +

Nshimyimana J.P. et al. (2019) [69] # Bacteroidales, BacHum and B. theta Bacteria, Phage +,
Environmental +, sensitivity +, fecal

Raurich et al. (2019) [101] Bifidobacterium animalis (BAN) Bacteria, Phage + * + -

Ahn Y. et al. (2020) [102] # Burkholderia epacian Bacteria, Phage - + -,
recovery +, recovery - +

Ibekwe M.A. et al. (2020) [58] # Shiga toxin-producing E. coli O157:H7 Bacteria, Phage + * * - +
Voegel T.M. et al. (2020) [103] # amoA, nirS, nirK, nosZI, nosZII Bacteria, Phage - + + -

Overall Bacteria & Phage - + * * - +

(+) represents better performance compared to the other method from the paper. (-) represents worse performance compared to the other method from the paper. The * represents similar efficiency and
performance regarding criteria. The # represents literature that made direct comparison analyses of qPCR and ddPCR. Detailed comparison results are summarized and provided in Supplementary Information
(SI) Excel spreadsheet. (Tables S1–S5 include Supplementary Tables S1–S5 for each type of target gene, and Table S6 includes a heatmap of all literature compared in this table).
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4. ddPCR as the Future

ddPCR is reported to show a lower detection limit with 1 log unit better in LoD
than qPCR [48,49]; a greater number of samples tested positive [91], and it has better
sensitivity compared to qPCR when it is optimized [46,48,74,91,101,104]. For this reason,
ddPCR has the potential to be applied to a broader and more generalized field, which is
supported by a review paper [56]. Therefore, depending on its use, ddPCR can be applied
to many studies improving the sensitivity of the measurement, determining fine variances
between sample sequences, or analyzing samples with low initial DNA concentration.
The unknown outcomes and variances of ddPCR efficiency depending on sample types,
DNA/RNA concentrations, gene structures, and assay methods can be defined as the
“case specificity” of ddPCR. While having the merit of broad applicability for PCR, ddPCR
needs more fine-tuning than qPCR to find the true performances matched to each target
analysis. Collective knowledge from more research is needed to discover the advantages
and unknown characteristics of ddPCR technology.

ddPCR is a promising method with better performance in detecting transgenic com-
ponents due to its stability, accuracy, and resistance to PCR inhibitors, and there is no need
for reference materials [47]. If studied in careful experimental design and comparison
analyses, there will be numerous potentials to be used in the future. The current global
situation of the pandemic on viral pathogens and the increasing amount of ARGs promote
the need for a faster, more efficient, and more precise analysis method for genetic mate-
rials. The occurrence of pathogens in the environment needs to be tested and studied in
timely manner with continuous mutation/evolution and adaptation of microbes to the
ever-changing environment. Careful implementation of new technologies such as ddPCR
may bring benefits with its properties of absolute quantification and sensitivity.

5. Current Findings on ddPCR Analysis on Genetic Targets Compared with Other Methods
5.1. Sensitivity

To our knowledge, general reporting on sensitivity in studies using qPCR and ddPCR
methods is that the lower limit of detection of ddPCR is 10 times more effective compared
to qPCR [42,46,48,50,74,91,101,104]. The target genes of such studies vary from bacterial
16S RNA gene and ARGs to HIV and viral genes. Due to the diversity of target genes, the
sensitivity performance resulted in a broad spectrum in quantification and detection limits.
Therefore, it is asserted that optimization of the target gene will enhance detection at a
lower level of genetic materials, such as viral genes that cause disease [66]. This means
the optimization process of primer/probes and concentration of reagents are required
for increased sensitivity, especially for ddPCR. Depending on the target of interest for
study, one must optimize testing conditions to fairly compare and assess quantification
capabilities of qPCR and ddPCR.

Particularly, higher accessibility and amplifiability govern ddPCR results. The use
of restriction enzymes can increase accessibility for PCR amplification and detection,
while fragmentation of DNA can decrease positive readings in ddPCR, although such
fragmentation can reduce rain effects, where the droplet readings are located in between
positives and negatives. The smaller the fragments, the greater the reduction in positive
readings [105]. This implies that assay characteristics, target gene size, and GC contents
are important determinants for reproducibility in quantitative analyses.

During their case study using ddPCR and comparing its performance to qPCR, Gui-
tierrez et al. mentioned that sensitivity can vary depending on the assay characteristics,
presence of inhibitors, SNPs in the probe annealing region, etc. [72]. It is plausible that
these factors will affect the testing lower limit range of genes, as increased sensitivity needs
improvement in marginal errors. Additionally, Quan et al. (2018) mentioned that sensitivity
or lower LoD is governed by partitioned volume, the standard deviation of the volume,
and partitions of the reaction mix [56]. This is because a single nucleic acid in a partition
will be detected in the lowest amount, which can be quantified as the lower limit. For this
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reason, the study mentioned that ddPCR can reach higher sensitivity if the reaction volume
can be adjusted [56].

It was also stated that ddPCR detection may be troublesome when genes have high GC
contents [44]. This is due to the nature of ddPCR analysis methods of encapsulating genetic
materials within oil droplets; genes with higher GC content tend to have a hydrophobic site,
staying intact within hydrophobic oil droplets can be unstable because the oil and higher
GC region repels each other and carries the risk of incomplete encapsulation throughout
amplification cycles. One study on the detection of Leishmania infection using ddPCR
found that ddPCR may not be suitable for the assay, as the target sequence has more
than 50% higher GC content [106]. A review study on the diagnosis of leishmaniasis
reported that qPCR reached a lower detection limit of 10 pg, equivalent to ~120 parasites,
in insect vectors, which verifies the method is precise in quantification and identification
of species [107]. Noticing the differences in methods, curated planning for more effective
evaluation and verification is recommended in studies handled with ddPCR and/or qPCR
analysis. Each method has its differences in strength and weakness, and proper application
of these methods will bring significant developments in the sensitivity of targeting genetic
matter and lessen the noise of erroneous results. Importantly, it brings to our attention that
assay-specific performances can differ depending on reaction volume, reaction mixes, and
target nucleotide content.

5.2. Dynamic Range of Detection and Measurement Variance

In most cases, qPCR has a broader dynamic range of quantification, especially higher
than 4 or 5 log units of concentration, compared to ddPCR [83,88]. The degree of dynamic
range seems to change depending on the types of the gene and analysis settings [68,88,98].
This may be coming from the number of partitions that ddPCR can make, which is up to
20,000 droplets in the case of ddPCR. When the DNA concentration increases more than the
number of partitions it can be in, there is no possible number of negative droplets to conduct
the Poisson distribution analysis. Then, the analysis may be no longer valid. Theoretically,
based on 95% confidence intervals, the partitioning error significantly increases when the
average number of targets per partition, λ, is outside of range of 0.001 to 65.38, where λ

equals the sample concentration (C) multiplied by partition volume (n) [108]. To prevent
this overpopulation of positive over negative droplets, researchers need to dilute the
concentrated samples before processing by measuring the DNA/RNA contents to make
sure the experimental plan is suitable for ddPCR application.

While the concentration of the target gene is important for absolute quantification
based on Poisson distribution calculations, % coefficient of variance (%CV), a calculated
parameter of standard deviation/average*100, may vary depending on the dilution factor.
From ddPCR and qPCR assessments, the %CV of the same dilution series ranges from
0 to 8.26, and 1.45 to 12.37 for qPCR and ddPCR, respectively [104]. Such variances may
be coming from inaccurate dilution of residual protein and chemical contaminants [104].
Digital PCR (dPCR) is regarded as a technique that will have less variance compared to
qPCR if it is free of any upstream errors derived from sampling and extraction processes [57].
With the development of technology, having a higher number of partitions of ddPCR
will minimize partitioning errors, and much improvement in precision of detection can
be expected.

Multiple studies proved that qPCR can be applied to various types of genes with a
broader range of quantification. The qPCR performance is quite competitive compared to
ddPCR. For example, the range of quantification was reported to be similar or better for
qPCR depending on samples, where Cave et al. (2016) reported a broader quantification
range compared to ddPCR [74]. Zhang Y. et al. (2019) reported that ddPCR and qPCR
readings were highly correlated, by 95% [91].

In the case of the lower limit of detection, ddPCR seems to perform either similar or
better with detection. Both ddPCR and qPCR showed 95% similarity in finding the LoD
on a norovirus gene [67] and showed similar detection capabilities on genetically modified
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canola and soybean genes [97]. Depending on the gene types, ddPCR can detect down
to 1 log unit better compared to qPCR [48–69,73,74]. To our best knowledge, studies with
qPCR showed LoD and LoQ as low as 2 log units and 3 log units, respectively [48,101]. For
overall ranges of concentration where both methods can be used, ddPCR shows a positive
correlation to qPCR results at an R-value around 0.85 [109] and shows high linearity [91].

5.3. Reproducibility

Reproducibility of an analysis method is important, especially when assaying samples
that have low concentrations or are highly unstable, such as RNA. It is particularly impor-
tant to reduce human error that could result from pipetting, cross-contamination, RNA
degradation, or other factors. Establishing an internationally recognized reference system
for achieving consistent results between laboratories is critical to ensure that analyses are
comparable and informative [105]. To develop a good practice, consistent DNA or RNA
extraction methods are critical to obtaining trustworthy and reproducible data [49]. In
addition, the importance of quality and purity control of the target genetic material is
stressed enough for testing reproducibility [97].

The ddPCR platform provides automated robotic droplet generation and sample mix
preparation that can filter out human biases. In a study using QX200 automated ddPCR
for developing miRNA markers, authors were able to determine the miRNA copy number
repeatedly (p < 0.05) [32]. If there are issues observed with the expected reproducible rate,
one may check if the target genetic concentration is at a proper range, as described in the
previous section of measurement variance, because a too high or low partitioning may
increase errors in measurements. Additionally, proper optimization steps for each method
are essential because an approach to detect the same target sample showed varying results
without optimization [99].

Overall, both ddPCR and qPCR measurements have been shown to be highly cor-
related in many different studies, consistent with high experimental reproducibility and
repeatability for both [110]. In one study, ddPCR measurements showed better reproducibil-
ity for quantification in fecal composites, while qPCR showed a higher reproducibility for
environmental and composite samples [69]. In another study, ddPCR achieved a higher
reproducibility for specific species such as P. falciparum, while it showed similar sensitivity
to qPCR in P. vivax [111]. Although ddPCR appears to be slightly more reproducible [104],
and the automated platform can reduce human error, the improvement in reproducibility
does not appear to be significant.

5.4. Cost

The cost-effectiveness of ddPCR is one of its main concerns [41,69]. It is reported that
ddPCR costs two times as much as qPCR [53], and its lesser availability has prevented
distribution of ddPCR technology in developing countries since its introduction in 2011 [41].
In addition, despite Sanger sequencing and ddPCR having their own benefits and irre-
placeability in microbiological analyses, when compared, ddPCR is capable of detecting
low-frequency mutations better than Sanger sequencing, while the cost to detect mutations
was higher in ddPCR [95]. For microbiological applications that require direct knowledge
of the DNA sequence of the microbe that extends beyond the locus, assaying unknown
mutants, or developing primers and probes for detection, Sanger or high-throughput
sequencing technologies cannot be replaced. However, if the mutant is known, ddPCR or
qPCR can be a cost-effective method for microbiological identification.

In the case of multiplex ddPCR, the cost differential becomes less pronounced. Multi-
plex ddPCR allows for multiple assays within a single assay (at least four) and does not
need standards, while qPCR will require multiple reactions with standards [89]. The ability
to target multiple samples concurrently can level out the higher cost of the ddPCR reaction.
High-throughput ddPCR with automated analysis settings also reduces the processing,
labor time, and cost for analysis [60]. Development of single-use, low-cost injection molds
for ddPCR have begun to be put into use in field applications [65]. Over time, there is a
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possibility that cost differences between qPCR and ddPCR methods may be decreased with
improvements in technology in reagents and consumables production, increased avail-
ability of primers and probes, multiplexing, and price balancing by competition within
the markets.

5.5. Risk of Bias in qPCR and ddPCR

Although the high correlation and linearity between qPCR and ddPCR methods are
true [64,91], there is detection bias in the qPCR method, which stems from its analysis
method. The qPCR technique requires standards developed before sample analysis, which
makes the assay very dependent on the reading of the standards. One study on bacte-
rial plasmids in feces reported that quantification errors in the concentration of original
standards may lead to reading biases in qPCR [99]. In addition, qPCR tends to be more
affected by contaminants such as SDS and heparin compared to ddPCR [45]. It is plausible
because ddPCR separates nucleic acids into single droplets, which prevents the reaction
from being interrupted by contaminants that may be captured in a different droplet or in
the oil emulsion. The absolute quantification of genes makes ddPCR more independent of
systematic errors of standard curves, unlike qPCR [69]. Therefore, quantification methods
using qPCR will need well-developed standard and analysis methods put in place for
justifiable analysis and comparison between samples. When the standard and/or sample
purity is compromised, test results can be biased even when other types of optimization
factors such as primer design, temperatures, and reaction volume are considered.

The ddPCR is not immune to the risks of bias. As discussed in the sensitivity section
above, one should consider finding the right types of sample genes with GC contents less
than 50%, understanding the physico-chemical nature of ddPCR reactions, and adapting
the known information of reaction specificity of primers to genes, temperature cycles,
and the ratio of positive/negative counts for fine outcomes. If possible, testing with
known positive standards with ddPCR may be necessary to develop a robust analysis on
specific target genes. While knowing different types of genes may have different ranges of
concentration to suit ddPCR analysis, researchers can pinpoint experimental conditions
and record optimized settings for the prosperity of future research.

5.6. Applicability

While ddPCR is used in more and more gene expression analysis, still, qPCR has
been the main method used in the field. Transitioning to different technology may re-
quire standardization and verification efforts, and this would probably be the cause for
qPCR technology being mainstream in analysis, despite ddPCR offering higher sensitiv-
ity and better view of gene amplification environments. Application of ddPCR in gene
expression analysis was explored in cases of clinical study and detection of targets of low
abundance [82,104]. It would be best used in situations where there are no well-developed
positive standards available, or the target gene is present in low concentrations, or when
detection attempts using qPCR are not successful. Since ddPCR does not require standards
for each run, it is suitable for analysis of many samples of low abundance with fewer
preparation steps, which facilitate efficiency and productivity [63].

6. Current Status in ARG Detection Methods with ddPCR

To our best knowledge, as reviewed in this paper, there are only a few studies that
have analyzed ARG using ddPCR and qPCR methods in comparison. More compar-
isons of detection methods on ARGs are needed for precise quantification, better under-
standing of ARG, and optimized conditions for target genes. The conventional meth-
ods used for quantitative measurement of ARG in the environment are the following:
(1) PCR, (2) real-time PCR (rtPCR) or quantitative PCR (qPCR) for genetic target materials,
(3) ddPCR, (4) flow cytometry methods, and (5) cell counting for in vitro cultures of bac-
teria samples [53]. Out of these methods, ddPCR is the only method that does not need
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positive controls for quantification, and it is free of bias originating from the quality of the
positive control.

By far, most ARG analyses are done with qPCR, and are coupled with sequencing
methods such as Illumina, to comprehensively investigate the relationship of the micro-
biome of targeted environments to the spread of ARG. Some research has been done on
the impact of nanoparticles on ARGs and surrounding microbial communities in the es-
tuary [112], analysis of metagenomic correlation of AR in anaerobic digestors [113], and
ARGs in bioaerosols of municipal sewage [114]. One study applied ddPCR and 16S rRNA
sequencing to track ARGs, MGEs, and bacterial compositions in the air of composting
plants. The reported detection of ARGs ranged from 1 to 7 log units [23]; within this range,
a lower LoD is hard to find if qPCR is used.

Many researchers have been searching for a better method for precise detection and
efficiency in such analyses, but each detection method has different limitations. There is a
need for more studies to be done on absolute quantification of ARG using droplet digital
PCR (ddPCR) and comparison of techniques on differences in specificity for optimization,
the suitability of measurement, and the possibility of usage in broader fields. If optimized
appropriately, ddPCR has the potential to be applied in many different fields with greater
efficiency and sensitivity.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

The consensus observed from the literature on the use of qPCR and ddPCR technolo-
gies is that both methods have great potential for multiple applications. qPCR’s strength
lies in its broader detection range of genetic materials, lower upfront costs, and shows
specificity to some target genes over ddPCR. The ddPCR method, on the other hand, shows
an enhanced lower limit of detection for many different sample types, and it is a powerful
tool for other biological assays such as mutation tracking. While both methods require
optimization steps, ddPCR requires more optimization to develop a robust analysis.

Transferring the exact qPCR primers to ddPCR may be possible without losing am-
plification efficiency if the general requirements of primer design criteria are met, such as
length of target gene, GC contents of binding sites, and avoidance of secondary structures.
Additional considerations recommended for ddPCR reaction by the industry include avoid-
ing repeats of G/C longer than three bases, addition of GC repeats at the 3’ end of primers,
and design of 50–60% of GC content in the target region [42]. Experimental conditions
such as concentrations of target gene, primers, and probes (if necessary) may need to be
changed depending on optimization process of detection. If the result of ddPCR is not as
expected, the reading may show the potential presence of impurities in the reaction mix, or
that the detection setting is not optimized.

The detection and quantification of ARGs require more studies on different types of
ARGs to find the suitability of each method on specific types and to determine the optimal
settings for a reaction (e.g., DNA concentration, GC contents, reaction volumes, partitioned
number of reactions, and suitability of primers/probes to the analysis). Although there are
only a few studies that have employed ddPCR to detect ARGs, ddPCR shows similar or
better LoD and sensitivity predictions when compared to qPCR (Table 1). ddPCR excelled
in detection for human diseases and viral genes, and given time, we expect ddPCR could
be a more effective solution for ARG tracing and quantification in the environment.

Recent studies have shown increasing accumulation of ARGs in municipal wastew-
ater treatment plant effluent [115] (3–5 unit copies/mL) as well as in the air [23]; thus,
better surveillance and treatment methods are needed. To track ARGs’ spread, peak, and
attenuation, the technical power to detect lower gene concentrations is important. Clin-
ical and environmental samples are expected to be found at lower concentrations when
compared with cultured samples. Therefore, the ddPCR gene quantification method can
be more suitable in the following situations: (1) when more precise detection is required,
such as genetic mutation detection; (2) for new types of strains or genes that do not have
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reliable positive controls; and (3) limited amounts of genetic material can be extracted from
collected sample.

However, researchers who choose to use the ddPCR technique must not ignore that
ddPCR can have varying results, which can be influenced by the experimental setup and
process, such as annealing temperature and threshold [116]. Therefore, the optimization
step is necessary, and optimization settings should be adjusted to a level that is most
suitable for the characteristic of the target gene. Without this optimization, ddPCR will not
outperform qPCR.

Despite its merits, the use of ddPCR still holds some disadvantages, such as higher
operation cost, reagent costs, and availability, when compared to conventional meth-
ods [44,95]. Despite these limitations, the high accuracy and resolution of ddPCR has led
it to be widely used in food sciences [31,45,47–49,51,52,67,68,91,116,117] and disease and
evolution studies [23,46,53,66,69,73,85,90,92–94,99,101,118–123]. These studies are continu-
ally developing the technology and creating an extensive collection and recording of the
optimization process for different genes. In the future, with more and more usage, one can
organize a database of ddPCR genes and their optimum conditions depending on primer
sets, temperature, and probes. This information will help future researchers to reach the
best output in a shorter timeframe and at a lower cost.

The global community has experienced a pandemic where a novel pathogen has
threatened global health and the economy. Detecting, tracking, and forecasting these
microbes and their genes in nature is very hard due to the different characteristics of
species. Development of biotechnologies that enhance genetic detection methods with
more precision and sensitivity is required. Studies show that with proper optimization
steps and verification with positive and negative controls, ddPCR analysis will allow
researchers to capture biological information that could have been missed in conventional
methods. There is a strong case for more ddPCR application studies to be done with many
other gene targets because these data will contribute to better usage of ddPCR technology
and boost future work in this field.
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